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I am a passionate content creator based in Essex, England, and I bring 
over a decade of freelancing experience to the table. I offer video

and photographic services across various industries, and I̓m committed 
to utilizing my skills and creative flair to bring concepts to life.

Highlighted in this Media Pack is examples of my still work, the quality 
& style I produce, services provided and pricings.

More of my video content can be found on YouTube & social media

ABOUT ME







SERVICES PROVIDED
I produce video content tailored for both social media use, feature-length 
lms, aiming to deliver an  immersive experience for the audience. In addition
to this I also provide Corporate video content for marketing and house training 

as well as content for marketing purposes accross the board.

Additionally, I provide photographic services in the travel industry, corporate 
institutions, food & hospitality and the health & tness sector. 

All content is curated with great consideration to ensure maximum impact on All content is curated with great consideration to ensure maximum impact on 
web pages, social media, and other marketing platforms.
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I possess expertise not only in capturing content across
diverse digital mediums but also in curating content tailored for

optimal use on social media, websites, short-form promotional videos,
and longer-form overview videos.

My experience extends to optimizing content for a range of
establishments, including restaurants,accommodation sources,
corporate institutions, automotive,activity providers etc. corporate institutions, automotive,activity providers etc. 
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OPTIMISED CONTENT







CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY • CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY • CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY

CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY • CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY • CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY



CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY • CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY• CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY

CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY • CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY• CORPORATE VIDEOGRAPHY



PACKAGES & PRICES

VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES
from £850

PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES
from £500
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Be confident that each piece of content I work onundergoes thor-
ough curation and editing. Your brand merits content that not 
only upholds a professional standard but also creates a

memorable impact.

Please contact for me further information on pricing as 
each project/retainer varies.

Rates are flexible based on deliverables



- THANK YOU -

INFO@TIMBATCH.COM | +44 7928943971

I appreciate you taking the time to read through
my portfolio. If you have any queries or if you would
like to work together, please do contact me. 
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